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Chapter 1 : 51 Kinky Twist Braids Hairstyles with Pictures - Beautified Designs
Twists and Braids Made Easy: Creative Ideas [Mary Beth Janssen-Fleischman] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and how-to photographs present a wide range of
flattering hair styles.

This is the hairstyle that can make you stand out in a crowd. There are fabulous ways of styling your twists.
These gorgeous designs can be worn every day as well as for special events. The options are endless. Is your
hair excessively long and curly? If this is the case then you might want to try experimenting with kinky twists.
This hairstyle is stylish and adaptable too. It can look great on women of all ages. It does not require a lot of
hair styling products to look flawless. If you want to shine with a unique style then these impressive twists are
the best. There are different fabulous styles that you can choose from. Kinky twists are the most prominent
black hairstyles. Some women have no idea on how to style and protect their natural hair. Here, we will be
giving you some ideas to inspire you. These are the best 51 styles that are easy to create. Before creating your
hairstyle, be sure to shampoo your hair first. African Hair Braiding Twist braids are one of the favorites
among black hairstyles. African Kinky Twist Braids By using twists, it can give you a chance to extend your
natural hair. Afro Kinky Braids To extend the length of your hair, you can use quality strands or dreadlocks.
Beautiful Braids Kinky twists are a versatile way of protecting your natural hair. Beautiful Kinky Twist It is
an elegant hairstyle that can make your look neat and contemporary. Braided Pictures There are some
fascinating ways of styling your twists. Braids African You can create fabulous designs which can be worn
everyday or for special occasions. Fabulous Kinky Style The options for twists styling are infinite. Braid
Styles There are a variety of nice ideas that can inspire you. Awesome Twist Braid Styles Whether you have
short hair or long hair, the kinky twist braid styles can always make you look amazing. Havana Twist Braid
You can wear this fashionable style all year long. Kinky Twists Kinky twists are typically the shortest among
the twists. Kinky Braids Styles This is very easy to style and is also very easy to maintain. Side Braids plus
Twists Style Kinky twists can give you a chic and funky look. Kinky Twist Braids If you are already getting
tired of wearing your conventional straight or curly hair then why not try this hairstyle to give you a
distinctive appeal. Kinky Twist For Girls Want to bring uniqueness to your style? Kinky Twist Hairstyle By
using Kanekalon hair, you can achieve your desired look. Kinky Twists For Women These twists are usually
curly or spiraled at the ends. Bob Hairstyles You can introduce some strands of contrasting color and keep the
others in natural black. Kinky Hairstyle This hairstyle is very trendy right now, so why not give it a try! Jumbo
Twists Jumbo twists are simply amazing! Kinky Twists Hairstyles The longer your twists are, the more
impressive they can look. Stylish Braids Adding some twists can be a fascinating way of showing your culture
and personal style. High Bun with Scarf During summer, having a cute and colorful scarf is a must! Natural
Hairstyles Kinky Twists Kinky twists are truly splendid in short hair, right? Side Parted Twists If you want
some hair to cover a few areas of your face then you can choose this smooth side-parted hairstyle. Spring
Twist Braids Hairstyle With a great makeup, you can look astonishing in this bob haircut. Top Ponytail The
top has attractive twists which are tied into a ponytail. Natural Kinky Hairstyles Looks like this is fun to wear!
Be sure to try them! Twists and Shaved Side Want an edgy style? Why not try this big kinky twists with
shaved sides. This is an impressive combination that can make you stand out from the crowd. Micro Kinky
Braids Kinky twists are fun. Light Brown with Blonde This blending of colors is ideal if you have a darker
skin tone. Try to experiment with various hair colors once in a while. Curly Twists This is totally cool! Kinky
Twists Mohawk The shaved sides are being focused in this elegant mohawk style. If you want to conceal the
shaved parts then you can easily do this with your long twists. You can easily transform yourself in just one
easy step! Twist Braid Hairstyles Add a hair accessory for a fantastic finishing touch that can bring your style
to a whole new level. Burgundy Twists Half Updo This is one of the simplest hairstyles that you can create for
your kinky twists. This half up, half down bun is very easy to make. Gather the top portion of your hair and
make a ponytail. Wrap it around to achieve a small bun. Use bobby pins to secure it. Nubian Twist Hairstyle If
your hair needs a break then this style is the best option. Senegalese Twist Braid Twist hairstyles are an
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amazing alternative for your natural curls. Get long kinky twists to add a feminine touch. Crochet braiding is
also another way of styling your hair. How To Do Kinky Twists Kinky twists are a kind of hairstyle typically
used by girls who have curly or kinky hair. It can also be considered as a protective hairstyle since it can
protect your natural hair. Hair extensions can be used to give you a fuller look. Part a section of your hair. You
can either make square parts or rounded parts. Take some pieces of kinky twist hair and braid it down until it
became secure. Take two strands and twist them to the right. Hold the remaining strand with your left hand.
Overlap these two strands until you reach the very end. Seal the ends by rubbing them with your fingers. If
this is too confusing for you then you can watch this tutorial video. Denver Welgesteld Hello dear readers. I
have been cutting hair since I was born. First practicing on my siblings, and later at school. We noticed people
needed more than just a haircut but also advice on how to wear different styles and work with different types
of faces and hair. I wrote most of the hairstyles and braid content here while occasionally sharing the
hairstyling products and tools I personally use. If you have questions about hairstyling, message me anytime.
Looking forward to helping more of you guys out there!
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Chapter 2 : 60 Cool Twist Braids Hairstyles to Try
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Pin it Prev1 of 50 Next Twists are a top favorite technique in black hairstyles, along with braids. Twists allow
extending your natural hair, attaching anything from quality commercial strands to dreadlocks. Many African
American women hold themselves back from going natural simply because they have no idea of how they are
going to style and protect their natural hair. Here are a couple of nice ideas in pictures, ladies. The diversity of
twists knows no limits. There are little tricks to know about twists. The larger your facial features are, and the
fuller your figure is, the thicker your twists can be. If you still want thin twists, do not wear them freely
hanging, but style them into a voluminous hairstyle. Some women love to have tightly bound twists, while
others go for a looser, more romantic look. Whatever you choose, this is a convenient yet beautiful hairstyle.
Long Black Twists The longer your twists, the more impressive the final result. If you are able to pull off very
long hair, adding in some twists can be a beautiful expression of your culture and personal style. Long Black
Twists Look youthful and stunning with very long twist braids that are styled with height and smoothness. Not
sure if you are going to love the look of long, thick twists? The bright side is you can always undo the style
and try something else â€” so why not give it a go? Add in a few accent strands of color for an even more
creative look. Beautiful, windblown twists often feature varying lengths and thicknesses, so consider styling
your hair with twists thick up top and thinning out past the shoulders. Simply wrap braids on top of your head
and secure with some strong hair pins. Twist braids are always in style, and this is a fun way to fancy them up
a bit. Expressive Top Knot Mega long locks call for some long twist style that is ideal for any occasion.
Gather half of your braids into a top knot, securing with a hair elastic. Leave the remaining braids flowing
long and free. This dramatic style can be paired with chunky jewelry and expressive makeup. Classic Twist
Braids Twist braid styles have certainly evolved over the years, but the classic still remains. Any salon
specializing in black hair can create this decades-old weave style that has endured for generations and
continues to be popular today. For an upcoming formal event, instead of removing your braids, keep them in
and try one of many fancy twist hairstyles out there. Treating your hair as if it were straight and untwisted,
wrap your braided locks into a classic updo. From some delicious honey caramel to an eye-popping burgundy,
there are plenty of hair colors for black hair that look amazing. Thick Sideswept Twists Senegalese twist
hairstyles work well on thick hair, and they can also be placed in a weave. Go for a pop of color â€” perhaps
hot pink or lime green â€” to keep things looking fun and American. Cascading Twist Braids Senegalese twist
styles are beautiful in any length, but these long twists are definitely worth a double take. Start with a regular
thick African twist, and then reduce the thickness of braids as hair descends. When you lift and swirl those
gorgeous twists into a bun the thinner and thicker parts will blend beautifully. Tousled hair is popular right
now, and twist styles are covered by this trend. Twisted Fauxhawk Take those twist braids to the next level
with a fauxhawk style that is both fun to wear and stunning to see. Pompadour with a Twist Pompadours are
fun to wear too, plus they can elongate a round face and soften strong facial features. This stylish front bump
works with both short and long hair, making it a flattering statement for all. Long and Loose Braids Big twist
braids are ideal for hair that wants to be shown off. Sideswept Twist Braids Keep your twists in check with an
asymmetrical twisted hairstyle, side swept and secured to last all day. Play around with different hair colors
and embellished hair clips to keep things interesting. Bun Twist This twist style works well for thick hair as
well as locks that are on the thinner side. Even better, it is flattering on older women while still gorgeous on
younger gals. A Twist in Twist Braids All of those braids can get in the way as you go about your day, so keep
it simple with a side twist that twists the twists. Hair can be secured pulled back with a large clip or strong
elastic. High Ponytail Braided Style When it comes to hair twists hairstyles, these can be very diverse. Gather
up either all or a part of your twists and secure with some thick elastic that matches your hair color. Braid
Beads Both large and small twist styles benefit from some bling. Add in hair beads, jewels or other
embellishments to keep things looking modern and a bit on the fancy side. A Weave of Color There are many
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advantages to a weave as opposed to natural hair braids. The weave tends to be very shiny and luminous, and
it also gives you an opportunity to add any color without causing damage to your natural hair. This woven
hairstyle uses a bit of caramel hair color as an accent. Consider bringing some fun curls into your hairdo, along
with some streaks of blonde. The end result is as unique as you are. High Twisted Bun Finally, if you just need
to get your hair up and out of your face on a warm summer day or during a morning workout, twist your
braids into thick sections and then gather it all into a bun that is angled high enough to be away from the neck.
Multicolored Twist Hairstyle Besides a beautiful twist style, sometimes a color can make a world of
difference. Bring drama and uniqueness to your style by introducing some strands of a contrasting color, while
keeping others the natural dark hue. African Inspired Hair Twists The women of African nations are known
for their lovely, intricate and yet practical hairstyles. Embrace a Western world version of an African hairstyle
with thick, long twists that flatter most faces and hair types. Tired of your natural afro or want something that
allows hair to be a little longer? Both large and small twists look great down or up. Large Twists with
Embellishment Dark, long hair comes with a distinct advantage of being able to display hair embellishments
in a truly stunning way. Try some gold hair bling or a brightly colored scarf. Twisted Redhead Bring some
color to your twists to breathe new life into an otherwise heavy hairstyle. When twisting both hues together for
a unique look, you will get a beautiful, summer-inspired look that cannot be easily duplicated. With the zigzag
pattern being set with the braids, the twists lay in a natural state toward the bottom. When the golden blonde
on top blends with the dark brown underneath, you are getting a fabulous ombre effect that looks unusual and
special in twisted hairstyles. Two Strands Twist Hairstyle Twists are different from braids because twists only
use two strands instead of three. Twists are a great, creative choice as they can vary in thickness, texture and
length, and last for weeks. Styling Long Twists Take a cue from the islands and let your twists get
beach-inspired. Using an untypical hue for twists is one way to personalize your hairstyle. And adding in some
shaved designs at the nape will only enhance your originality. Long Twist Braids Big, thick and dramatic â€”
a truly stylish way to rock long twists without conforming too closely to your peers. Creatively Twisted Updo
With plenty of volume and a pop of fun color, this twisted updo utilizes thick braids and some serious
strength. A multi-directional updo adds a hint of glamour, while wearing them down lends a carefree persona
to your style. Senegalese Twist Styles Add some drama and dimension to your Senegalese twists with a
contrasting strand that pops out of a gathered style. Paired with shaved sides and nape, this look will make a
splash in the neighborhood. Gathered Kinky Twist Braids Pull hair up into a messy bun just as easily with
braids or twists as you do with undone hair, while pulling off a totally different effect! Braids of any length
can be worked into an updo, but medium twists will often work best. You can also incorporate a variety of
styles into your repertoire, including braids, chignons and ponytails. Big Twist Braids With length that
seemingly lasts forever, big twist braids are beautiful and fun to wear. Pull your twists into two high ponytails,
let them fall long and loose. Two-Tone Senegalese Twists If you want a rest from having to manage kinky,
puffy and wild hair, get these perfect Senegalese twists. They are easily styled into a high bulky bun, chunky
braid, fancy half updo or a cute simple pony. Thick and Stunning If you love your natural hair but want
something a bit different, check out these statement thick braids that are gathered at the shoulders and tucked
under for added body and a natural look. Extra Long Purple Rope Twists Thick extra long twists will easily
become a main attractant of your look, especially if you choose an interesting color. Dark purple is a good
choice. Sweeping your rope twists to one said, you already get a chic hairstyle. Note that if you want to rock
rope twists, you need distinct eye-brows. The asymmetric headband braid is a decorative element of this
hairstyle that also performs a practical function. It holds the freely hanging twists and fixes them in a sort of a
low side pony â€” simple and cute! Messy Twisted Updo Glossy twist extensions hide vulnerable natural hair
from the exposure to aggressive agents and provide you with gorgeous styling options, while you are growing
out your hair. You can arrange a big messy bun updo, braid them into a statement fishtail braid or gather in a
chic ponytail. Twisted-In Colorful Dread Locks Looking at this picture, nobody will probably deny the fact
that well-kept dreadlocks are a beautiful sight. Compact Braided Bun This radiant look is created with
twisted-in extensions, offering an interesting color, fantastic texture and variability of styling options while
your natural hair is growing out. This one is featuring a high braided bun, twisted compactly around a
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ponytail. As you have probably noticed, twists make gorgeous buns, but although basically the listed hairstyles
turn out to be much the same in their design, they look very different and exclusive in every particular case.
Prev1 of 50 Next.
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Chapter 3 : Twisted Crown Braid Tutorial - Twist Me Pretty
Braids & Twists Made Simple This post is sponsored by Target I'm the queen of lazy hair, but when inspired I
occasionally spring for a twist or braid, just as long as it's low maintenance!

Its also called as spring twists. What Kind of hair is suitable for Nubian Twist? The Nubian twist requires
Nubian hair extension. If you are one of those people who love to braid their hair then you are surely going to
like the Nubian twists. Nubian twists are a kind of hairstyle that is commonly popularised by the black
women. However, anybody and everybody can try it out if, they want to. With the help of Nubian twist, you
can make your hair look extremely voluminous. Thus, it is not wrong to say that it has quite a lot of
advantages as well. It helps in hair growth. However, getting the Nubian twists done is a very time-consuming
process and thus, you will have to be really patient while you get it done. Also there is a chance of hair
breakage. So always use good kind of hair extensions. There are various styles that you can go for. To help
you out we have listed 15 of the different Nubian twist hairstyles that you can give it a try. Side Swept Nubian
Twists: This is a simple yet beautiful hairstyle that can make you look elegant. This style of Nubian twists
mainly suits on long hair. The braids are usually kept loose. All you need to do is part your hair sideways in
order to tease the roots of your hair. By doing so you can actually achieve a sexy look which is just fine for a
night out. Watch Video Guide Method: In order to attain this look first, you need to get your Nubian braids
right. If you have long hair then, this hairstyle will work just perfect for you. Keep the twists a bit loose and
then side part your hair from any of the sides that you prefer and there you can have this hairstyle. This is one
of the complicated Nubian twists hairstyles that you will find on the list. This is a great look but at the same
time, it may take you a hell of a time to get this look done. This combination of twists and cornrows helps you
to achieve a catchy look which you can carry off casually. This is a bit tricky hairstyle to get. The first thing
that you need to do is braid your hair into Nubian twists. Once you are done with that now, cornrow one of
your sides and let the rest of your hair stay open. This hairstyle could be a bit time consuming for people who
are always in a hurry. This is a funky look that you can achieve with Nubian twists hairstyle. This kind of
hairstyle is just apt for high-school or college going girls. This hairstyle is more on the fun and bubbly side.
You can flaunt this hairstyle with a pair of cool jeans. How to get this hairstyle? If you are intrigued to get this
hairstyle done then, the first thing that you need to do is braid your hair into Nubian twists. Next, you need to
p,art your hair on two sides from the middle. Now take a portion of your hair on each side and tie them up into
knots on the respective sides. Tie them up the firm with the help of clips and bands and you are all set to rock
the streets. What is a hairstyle without some eye-catching colours? This is one of the most stylish Nubian twist
hairstyle that you can get. If you have long hair then, you are one lucky girl since this hairstyle goes best with
long hair. With this look, you can never fail to look glamorous. How to make this hairstyle? In order to get this
hairstyle done, you need to get your hair done in Nubian twists. Once you are done with that, you need to
shave your head from one side whichever side you prefer. Now add some magenta colour to your hair in order
to make it look all the glamorous. You can also use any other colour that you like. This is the kind of hairstyle
that is perfect for a party. In order to get this look done, you will be requiring professional help unless you
have four hands like a spider lady! To be very particular, this hairstyle needs some serious skill and therefore,
you should get it done by a qualified hair stylist. Just like any other Nubian hairstyle even in this, you need to
get the Nubian twists done. The real work starts after you are done with your twists. Your whole hair is lifted
up and made into a large bun which looks absolutely stunning. This look is a very feminine look. But mind
you that you need to have long hair in order to get this look done. We all know that hair with twists always
look good but it can look better if, you can add just the right accessory with it. With simple Nubian twists
Hairstyles, you can wear a beret hat in order to look all smart and beautiful. This is the kind of trick that can
even make a humble look turn into an attractive one. This is a very simple hairstyle to get done. All you need
to do is braid your hair into Nubian twists and leave it to be. Wear a beret hat and your look is complete. Make
sure that you are wearing clothes that compliment your hat otherwise it will be of no use. Sometimes the
blonde look can completely steal the limelight. If you already have blonde hair then, excellent or else you can
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get your hair dyed in blonde and sport the Nubian twist look with style. The Nubian twist in blonde hair looks
absolutely stunning and therefore, you should definitely try it out. All you need to do is dye your hair blonde
and get the Nubian twists done by a hairdresser. After that, you can either keep your hair open or style it up
with some accessory or do whatever you want with your hair. In short, this is a simple yet glamorous look for
the ladies. This is yet another colourful Nubian twist hairstyle that you can go for. In this hairstyle, you can
colour your hair with more than one colour but obviously in the right way. Leaving the jokes aside this is a
glamorous hairstyle that you can get done. All you need to do is just make sure that you get the right
combination of colour done in your hair. In order to get this hairstyle done, first, you need to colour your hair
or get multiple colour highlights done. Once you are satisfied with your hair colour, you can now braid your
hair into Nubian twists and enjoy the look. Side Braids plus Twist Style: This is one gorgeous look that you
can go for provided that you have really long hair. You can get it done even in medium length hair but the true
beauty of the hairstyle is understood only when done on long hair. However, this is a very time-consuming
hairstyle since it includes a lot of twisting and braiding of the hair. In order to get this hairstyle done, you need
to first braid your hair into Nubian twists. Now hold the sides of your hair and braid them nicely into
cornrows. After you are done with it, pull it at the back and tie into a knot while leaving the rest of the hair
untied. This way you can achieve a funky look. This is a classic look that can suit anybody. This particular
hairstyle is an elegant one. In this hairstyle, the Nubian twists are tied into a low bun which will make you
look elegant. If you are interested to get this hairstyle done then, all you need to do is get your hair braided
into Nubian twists first. After you are done with the twists, tie your hair into a bun. Make sure that you make a
low bun or else the look of the hairstyle will be ruined. If you think that people with short hair cannot get
Nubian twists done then, you are very wrong. This hairstyle is just perfect for the people with short hair. If
you have short hair then fine or else you can even cut it short if you want. After you are done with the braid
you can style your hair the way you want. Part it sideways or brush it at the back anything that floats your
boat. For people who have bob cut hair, this hairstyle is just apt for them. All you need to do is get the Nubian
twists done and carry yourself with confidence. This is more of a casual look and anybody can get it done. If
you wish to get this hairstyle done then first cut your hair into bob cut.
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Chapter 4 : 55 Different Braided Hairstyles and Twists You Should Try Now
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

This style is not only simple but easy to do as well. The most common method is braiding your natural hair
into cornrows, after which extensions are looped through the cornrows using a crochet hook. Face framing
layers make it flattering without being too bulky, while the side part adds extra volume on top. If you like this
type of crochet you can buy it here. Also known as rope twists, this style is achieved by twisting extensions
around loose natural hair, or by looping pre-twisted hair into cornrows. Because this is a long term protective
style, remember to moisturize your natural hair beforehand. This side swept crochet style features blonde
ombre ends for a big, glamorous style that grabs attention without being high maintenance. These crochet
kinky twists are not only much quicker to achieve, but also are very inexpensive, and cause no pulling that
might result in unwanted hair loss. To get these curly ends, try adding small perm rods to extensions. If you
like this type of crochet twists you can buy it here. Give these crochet coils a try! These crochet coils give a
perfect wash and go look while protecting your natural hair. The heart shaped cut is flattering to almost any
face shape, and the shorter length makes it an incredibly chic yet manageable style. This glamorous style can
be easily embellished with a few bright colored strands or braid jewels. Hints of chestnut brown ombre add a
pop of color while remaining subdued enough to make this croshay braids style appropriate in any workplace.
This faux undercut mimics the silhouette of a shaved side without the major commitment of taking clippers to
your hair. Crochet braids are added to most of the head, while one side is left in a french braid or a series of
smaller cornrows. This style can be street or chic depending on how you want to style it. The end result is a
young, edgy style that goes with everyday outfits or chic evening style. This soft, romantic style is a modern
classic that suits almost any occasion. To get a look this natural, be sure that hair is well moisturized and
evenly braided before adding extensions. This electric purple shade is bright, adventurous, and perfect for
spring and summer styles. To get a toned-down version of this look, mix the purple with a darker more natural
shade. Play with tightness of curls or added color to suit your own individual style. With hints of brown that
give some softness to the style, these jumbo curls are the perfect balance of sweet femininity and
sophistication. To help maintain these curls, try placing them in Bantu knots at night and apply your favorite
oil or anti-humidity serum. Getting this look is as easy as using extra long extensions in your crochet braids.
This voluminous wavy style has the natural look of brushed out waves, and the angled ends in this particular
cut are flattering on women with an inverted triangle or heart-shaped faces. If you like this type of Havana
crochet twist you can buy it here. If you like this type of crochet braids with Marley hair you can buy it here.
The epitome of wearing your hair like a crown, pair this jumbo bun with large earrings and a wild printed
dress for a tropical vibe. This fluffy two-toned style is perfect for winter when big hair equals added warmth.
Worn in a half up bun, this look is modern, edgy, and very on-trend. If you like this type of crochet you can
buy it here and here. Getting in on the bold color trend, these gorgeous purple twists pulled into a high side
ponytail will look stunning when paired with chunky gold accessories. If you like this type of crochet twist
style you can buy it here. Long jumbo twists are placed into a high ponytail for a chic, eye-popping look. If
you like this type of Havana Cuban Twist crochet you can buy it here. If you like this type of crochet braids
with marley hair you can buy it here. While women have spent years doing anything to avoid gray hair, shades
of sterling silver and snow white are now part of the biggest trend in hair. Following in the footsteps of
celebrities like Rihanna, crochet braids allow you to get this trendy gray shade without damaging your natural
hair. These are sold as individual locs so that you do not have to spend time twisting them. Parting the hairdo
down to one side frames and brings attention to the face. We love the puffiness and the baby hair! If you like
casual, effortless look, this crochet style is for you. If you like this type of Isis crochet you can buy it here. The
purple lipstick brings flare to the look and flatters her beautiful skin tone. If you want to try a unique faux locs
style you should definitely consider this curly goddess locs! These long curly faux locs are stunning and super
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stylish! The long braids are pulled half up half down. The red lips and gold hoop earring really look great with
this hairstyle! If you like natural looking straight hair, using Kanekalon hair will be a great option to get the
look. The side swept bangs give a subtle and chic look. The brown blonde highlights look so natural on her
skin tone and makeup! We love how she completed the look with baby hair on one side. For more Goddess
Locs inspiration click here. If bold and bouncy is your thang, this look is for you! The two-tone blonde on
brown colors makes a super sexy and unique look. The gorgeous crochet culrs pulled to one side and the
braided hair is shown on the other side. To acheive this look, she used a mix of 3 types of crochet:
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Chapter 5 : Nubian Twist Hairstyles For Long & Short Hair With Braids
This easy braided hairstyle is essentially just two twists, two braids and the rest of your hair tucked at the nape for a cute
updo look. Get the Tutorial From A Beautiful Mess! # Mini-Crown Braid For Messy Locks.

Pin it Prev1 of 38 Next An easy braided hairstyle can be difficult to find, because most of them take certain
skills and precision to succeed. The next time you need to fly right out the door without sacrificing a cute
hairstyle, try one of these 38 easy braids. There are, of course, more cool quick braided ideas below. If you are
just beginning your styling experiments, try the hairstyle you like on the week-end when you are not in the
rush to test it. In this style, you can use a twist in place of a crown braid for the same cool look. Double Dutch
Braid Remember playing double Dutch jump rope as a little kid during a recess? Now you can bring your
childhood memories back to life with this easy braiding hairstyle of the same name. Forget about
headbandsâ€”this style will hold your messy fringe back without awkward clips or pins. Get the Tutorial From
Barefoot Blonde! Start by tying your hair into a high ponytail and then dividing it into two separate sections.
Secure those sections with an elastic and then pull the rest of the hair through the middle, utilizing the same
method all the way down. Get the Tutorial From Confessions of a Hairstylist! Quick Braid Into Low Knot
This cute double braided bun is a great way to pull your hair back in the heat while still maintaining a quirky
and chic style. Milk Maid Braids Who would have thought that milkmaid braids could be so darn adorable? If
you like that low maintenance, cool and relaxed look, an easy braid ponytail will completely rock your world!
For enhanced but charming disarray, pull the braid gently apart to give it that I-woke-up-like-this vibe. Get the
Tutorial From Join the Mood! Wired Braid This easy hairstyle with braids is another venture into the more
difficult and less known braided styles. Braided Bangs This style is a great alternative for shorter hair. Easy
Braiding Hairstyle This twist braid is the perfect date night hairstyle! Pair it with high-waisted shorts and a
crop topâ€”you can never go wrong with that combination. Cute Pull Out Braid A pull out braid is a unique
take on the braiding trend. It gives your hair a strange uniformity while also adding in some reckless strands to
give it from flare. Your hair will be a total work of art with this one! This easy braided hairstyle is essentially
just two twists, two braids and the rest of your hair tucked at the nape for a cute updo look. I bet I know:
Instead of going for the traditional one, try out this mini-crown that fits over your hair like a true show of
royalty. Get the Tutorial From Rubi Jones! Easy Plaited Updo Hairstyle Braids can be ponytails or crowns or
headbands. Braids can even be maneuvered into beautiful buns, like in this specific hairstyle. This sleek look
shows off a more professional style that can be worn to work or to that internship in the city. Get the Tutorial
From Hair Romance! Everyone had long flowing hair, flower crowns and braids. If you want to get in touch
with your inner flower child, these hippie braids are a fun way to recreate the psychedelic decade in your own
bathroom mirror. Lace Braid Hairstyle A lace braid for long hair is a great technique to learn for more formal
occasions. If you have a party or a wedding coming up, you can have the easiest and cutest look of the night
by pairing your gorgeous evening gown with one little lace braid hidden somewhere in the rest of your hair.
Easy Braid Hairstyle Everyone often sneaks a braid or two on the top layer of their hair. In this fun twist on
the look, the braid goes underneath the rest of your tresses. You can get this style with a four strand braid,
increasing the visual thickness so it stands out more. Get the Tutorial From MademoiselleRuta! Look at that
gorgeous curve! Buns can be boring without the right pizzazz, but this is just the right addition to give your
look every bit of flare it needs to waltz you through the night. You can have a beautiful style without the time
and effort! This look will only take two minutes to master; how could you pass up on that? This trendy style
works just as well with jeans and a blouse as it does with something dressy. To get this pretty look, start
braiding at your part and work downward in the dutch style. And once you master it, you can add in a cool
accent like a string of pearls, chain or ribbon that makes the style very unique. This simple look was created
with a dutch fishtail braid that was pulled at, wrapped and pinned at the end to make a sort of voluminous bun.
For the best result, curl hair before you braid and pull it loose at the end. Dutch Mohawk Braid If you have
thick hair, then this simple messy style was made for you. Dutch braid your hair curving the braid to one side
allowing for a loose, imperfect tension and then finish off half way down the ends. Hide the pony holder with
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a messy wrap. For the final touch, pull at the braid to make it chunkier and messier. Easy Braided Formal
Style Easy hairstyles can be so chicâ€”they look like you just threw them together. To get this effortless style,
go for a low horizontal dutch braid. Simply dutch braid your hair across the nape, working from one side to
the other. This works best for medium length hair. Perfect Dutch Pigtail Braids For an ultra-feminine style that
can be dressed up or down, go for dutch pigtail braids. You can braid with a loose tension and pull some wisps
out at the end. Messy Dutch Crowns The cutest modern hairstyles are those easy braided looks you can do all
by yourself. You may try this look as around-the-head braids or go for two pigtails that are wrapped around
the nape of the neck and pinned up next to each other. This hairstyle would look beautiful with just about any
flowy dress and some dangly earrings. Take a section of hair above your ear for a braid and clip it out of the
way. Then create an elegant french twist out of remaining hair. Next braid the saved section loosely and bring
the braid across the roll, tucking the end of the braid inside. This is an idea for a creative half updo for medium
and long hair. These lacy criss crossed fishtails remind palm twigs and look like perfect accent pieces for a
summertime hairstyle. Cute Chignon with Braids This cute braided look can be done in a few simple steps.
Section off the front section of your hair and divide it into two parts. Clip them out of the way. Next create a
low bun in the back. Then dutch braid the hair in the front and wrap the braids around the back of your head
above the bun. Hairstyles with such cool braids work in any situation! Gorgeous Halo Braids Of all the
currently trendy hair styles that will boost your confidence one hundred percent, this is the one you need to try
today. It is so chic. Because this cute easy look can go with your normal wardrobeâ€”no fancy dress needed
for this double braid. Elegant Curls with Lacy Braids It can be easy to get in a hair slump and just be lazy
when it comes to long hair. This hairstyle will help you show off your long locks. Create two dutch braids and
join them in the back. Braided Top Knot We also have some gorgeous solutions when it comes to braids for
long hair. This simple ballerina bun is perfect for the days when you want your long hair out of the way but
you still want to look chic and put together, of course! Well, throw your hair in a ponytail, braid it all the way
down and wrap into a bun. Bun with Braided Bangs For braid styles that are totally outside the box, think of
the braid like an accent instead of the main event. For this updo, section off your bangs or a section of hair
above the forehead and braid it with a curve. Feed the end of the braid into a pretty sock bun. Messy French
Braid and Bun This pretty style is a breeze to copy. The main trick is to find a metal clip that is similar to the
tone of your hairâ€”silver if you have cool toned hair like platinum or ash brown, and copper or gold if you
have warm toned hair. Topsy Fishtail Braid Simple hairstyles often blend a few different styles and end up
looking quite fancy. This hairstyle is created by, first, making a smooth pool through ponytail and then
braiding a fishtail style braid. One key braiding essential to buy is small, clear elastics. If not, then this
beautiful style might just give you the inspiration you need to start practicing. The two types of braids you
need to learn are the dutch braid and the dutch fishtail braid. Then you can mix them in any way you please!
Easy Bun with two Side Braids Want a cute hair style that is ridiculously simple to create but looking
completely amazing? To get this look, separate out some hair near your hairline. Then spray the rest of your
hair with a texturizing spray or a salt spray and tease it. Make a low bun with a bouffant. To finish, add some
accent braids, a hair accessory, and pretty wisps. Soft and Elegant Braided Updo For quick hairstyles that are
elegant and classy, try mastering the art of loose tension.
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Chapter 6 : 48 Crochet Braids Hairstyles | Crochet Braids Inspiration
These easy braided hairstyles, ideal for all hair lengths, are perfect for a hot summer day. Braids are a wish come true
for long and short cuts alike. Try one of these easy grown-up twists.

Comments 4 Twist braids look simply gorgeous, particularly if they are styled and well kept. A statement of
black hairstyles, twist braids are praised not just for their incredible looks, but for being a protective hairstyle
for black women. Typically, black hair flaunts gorgeous coils. Classic Twist Braids Source Thick and
luscious, these braids look gorgeous let to flow freely, gathered in a ponytail or twisted in an intricate updo.
The best thing about such long twist braids is that they are flattering for anyone. Lovely Shoulder-Length
Braids Thin twist box braids are stylish, easy to upkeep and a pleasure to see. This is a fauxhawk created with
the help of a set of beautiful and long twist braids that have been coiled on top of the head. Big Twist Braids
When we say big, we mean it. While the twist is a classic, the accented hair color is a new element to be tried.
Purple Ombre Twist Braids Adding a pop of color to your braids is always a good idea. Long Twist Braids
Hairstyles Source Gorgeous twist braids in the classic Senegalese style that can be left to flow freely and
tamed for a more formal look. Yet fun and versatile enough to be flaunted in other hairstyles ranging from
chic and classy to edgy and eccentric. Senegalese Twists Hairstyle These perfectly styled Senegalese twists
look simply luxurious. Tiny Senegalese Twists Updo Hairstyle Senegalese twist braids, like most other twist
black hairstyles, can also be achieved through this minute twisting. They look classy and delicate. Gathered in
a high bun, these tiny twists are a delightful sight. Long Twist Braids Thick and dramatic, these long twist
look amazing in a lighter color that perfectly complements the skin tone. Take a break from the free flowing
braids and create this style-forward look. To secure it, use a fun bandanna in a contrasting color or hair pins
and elastics. Blue Twist Braids There are a number of ways in which you can sport a neon color. You can dye
your own hair, get a weave, use hair extensions or, most commonly these days, yarn extensions. Lob Twists
Twists are so versatile that they even lend themselves to the hairstyle of the year â€” the bob. This, for
example, is a gorgeous lob or long bob created out of twists. Crochet Twist Hairstyle A tint of burgundy
beautifully crocheted in the thick long braids is exactly the distinguishing note this hairstyle needs. We highly
recommend that you also use hair accessories. Pink Twist Braids Speaking of hair colors, are you ready to go
pink? This is bubblegum pink to be more precise, and you can get this exact shade if you opt for twist braids
made out of yarn. Long Havana Twist Hair With golden streaks here and there, these long Havana twist braids
invite you to a world of dreaming. Weighing heavily on one side of the face and flowing freely in the back,
this hairstyle is vivid, fresh, and energetic. Lovely Havana Twist High Bun For all those special occasions in
your life, try this style-forward high bun revealing the beauty of Havana twist braids accented by a subtle dark
cherry note. This braided hairstyle is called the banana twist. A fun name like that does little justice to the
intricate work and stunning results. Black Braid Hairstyles Tight braids and sleek hair meet to create a
fashionable updo that looks incredibly classy. Twist Braids in a Gorgeous High Bun An amazing choice of
color for these twist braids locked in the perfect tight high bun. The minute details of the fashion add an edgy
note to the hairstyle. Green Twist Braids Voluminous and luscious, these green twist braids have a sporty air
to them. They can be twisted to create other hairstyles in no time that highlight their beauty. Classy Braided
Hairstyle This hairstyle wins the grand award for one of the most intricate and astonishing twist braids
hairstyle out there, as well as extra points from us for sheer elegance. Kinky Twists Hairstyle This lovely side
hairdo with messy twists framing the face brings out the versatility of kinky twist braids. As we mentioned
earlier, along with crochet braids and free tress braids, these are close to a natural look. Short Twist Braids and
Kinky Braids Hairstyle Short hairstyles with twist braids like these look rich, luscious and beautiful. The short
twists on the side are also sweet and playful. That accounts for a cool note. Glossy Twist Braids Give your
braids an extra kick by using a bit of glossing agent very time you wash your hair. Half Done Twist Braids
Notice the relaxed look of this braid hairstyle. It looks gorgeous on all types of hair. Styled as a half twisted
half loose style gives it an even more playful note. Marsala Twist Braids Marsala is a shade of purple. Go for
pink for daytime and silver for evenings and nights out. Cute Short Crochet Braids Another lovely hairstyle
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featuring short twist braids. We love the natural tone and playful note of this free hairstyle with twist braids
that will win your heart in no time at all. Long Cherry Crochet Braids Hairstyle You cannot deny the
attractiveness of these free flowing luscious crochet braids. The daring look is also achieved thanks to the
contrasting dark sour cherry color. This hairstyle looks natural, yet complex. The golden accents flatter all skin
tones and eye colors. Thin Blonde Braids We are simply in love with these thin and sleek braids that come in
two colors â€” brunette and blonde. They add up to an exquisite and elegant look that is always selfie-ready.
Marley Twist Braids There are many versions of twist braids out there just waiting for your to try them. It all
depends on your personal preferences. These, for examples, are Marley twists in a high ponytail. Beautiful
Twist Braids Styling your twist braids is not always easy. But, sometimes, the easiest solutions are the best.
Create a deep side part in your hair by flicking some of the braids to one side. Straight Hair One Rope Braid
This is a perfect example of how a rope braid works just as well on straight hair. A hairstyle with an added
luxurious note that you can coil around your head Medusa style. Modern Twists Braid We absolutely love
how this idea has been styled. The beige blonde twists play off the chunky golden necklace which makes them
shine in a luxurious way. Bohemian Braids and Natural Curls Are you looking for a refreshing, bohemian
hairstyle to sport this summer? Twist braids finished with natural coils is the way to go. Place them on your
forehead to look more like a hippie. Butterbeer Blonde Twists Butterbeer is a shade of blonde that is slowly
taking over the hairstyling world. Deep Twist Crochet Braids Deep twists mixed with crochet braids render
this amazingly sweet looking hairstyle. A very high ponytail adds even more volume to this one of a kind
hairdo. Senegalese twist braids and fishtail braids look stunning together. Cute Short Braided Hairstyle Short
Senegalese twist braids are the perfect way to add some volume and structure to your hairstyle. These ones are
shoulder length and look stunning and sleek. Afro Twist Braid Resembling kinky twist braids, these cute afro
twist braids are a natural protective hairstyle. Pinned to the scalp on the sides, they have an edgy yet classy
note. Natural Twist Braids Hairstyles for Long Hair These thick Senegalese braids finished with undone ends
are a simple, relaxed hairstyle to sport all day long. If you use hair extensions, you can add as much length as
you want. Short Crochet Braids Drop the locks for these stunning crochet braids. Thick and voluminous, they
add a playful note to the natural hairstyle thanks to the lovely iris color, which belongs to the purple family.
Cinnamon Brown Twists This is another hairstyle which decidedly wins style credits for the intricacy of the
twists and braids. We also love the color, which is a stunning and glossy cinnamon brown. Updo with
Senegalese Twist Braids A sophisticated texture rendered by the play of the beautiful brunette hair color and
the Senegalese twist braids. Simple Thin Marley Braids Marley braids are a trademark black hairstyle. Simple
or styled in an updo, ponytail or high bun, thin Marley braids can look both classy and super casual, depending
on your styling needs. Small Senegalese Twists Twist Braids Here is a lovely and casual twisted crown placed
right at the front. This is one of the best beach hairstyles out there, so don;t be afraid to use it as much as
possible on your holiday. Metallic Hair Accessories Dark hair with metallic accents looks amazing styled in
these tight twists braids. When it comes to metallic accessories for your hair, we say that the bigger they get,
the happier you will be. These metal cuffs introduced in the box braids are an amazing style element to try on
for a daring look.
Chapter 7 : 38 Quick and Easy Braided Hairstyles
6 Unique Quick & Easy Styles For Box Braids/Twists peakmill. Loading Unsubscribe from peakmill? 10 Ways To Style
Your Senegalese Twists/Braids Updos Casual & Elegant Gweni*Lavay.

Chapter 8 : How to Make a Homemade Moisturizing Braid Spray for Twists/Extensions
Delicia Ntodi's updo is the perfect formal go-to, and it's unbelievably easy. Get the look with a few twists or braids. Get
the look with a few twists or braids. See how here.

Chapter 9 : Braids, twists, and buns: 20 easy DIY wedding hairstyles | Offbeat Bride
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10 Easy Summer Braids. Give your post-workout hairstyle a twist by incorporating a simple three-strand braid and
volume in all the right places. Twist the second braid you made into a.
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